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We nd a family of exat solutions of Einstein equations desribing the eld of a stati axisym-
metri thin disk living in six-dimensional spae-time. In partiular, we study the disks onstruted
(by utting out the entral part of the spae-time) from the onventional Shwarzshild and Chazy-
Curzon solutions with simple extensions in the extra 2 dimensions. The disks are interpreted in
terms of two ounter-rotating streams of partiles on free irular orbits. Two extra parameters 
the onstants of motion resulting from projetions of the partile-veloities' extra omponents  are
onstrained by the requirement that the orbits within the dis be stable. The requirement is met
just in ases when the radial prole of the dis orbital speed ts the rotation urves of many spiral
galaxies. It thus turns out that the eetive modiation of the gravity law by extra dimensions
ould explain the observed atness of these urves equally well as the usually given dark matter
interpretation. In the seond part of the paper we show that the inlusion of extra dimensions also
leads to better ts of the gravitational lensing data for galaxy lusters, without hanging results
obtained in solar system sales. Finally, we disuss whether the eet of extra dimensions ould
also be translated as following from the ourrene of extra matter ("Kaluza-Klein partiles"). A
omment on possible properties of suh partiles and a hane to detet them at LHC is given in
the appendix.
PACS numbers: 04.20.Jb, 04.40.-b, 04.50.+h, 11.25.-w, 95.35.+d
I. INTRODUCTION
In the present work we are interested to model a grav-
itational 4D disk living in a universe endowed with ex-
tra dimensions. The motivation omes from the various
properties one an derive as rotation urves and density
and pressure proles now arried on with a more general
geometrial approah for spae-time. A rst serious a-
omplishment at this diretion is only ahieved by investi-
gating solutions of Einstein eld equations in axially sym-
metri ongurations in D dimensions. Exat solutions
of Einstein eld equations in axially symmetri ongura-
tions are an important tool to understand the dynamial
properties of real systems whih an be desribed approx-
imately by a thin disk. In this sense, axially symmetri
solutions have great astrophysial interest, beause they
an be used to model galaxies and aretion disks. A
long range of disk solutions was derived with or without
radial pressure. Solutions for stati disks without radial
pressure were rst studied by Bonnor and Sakeld [1℄,
and Morgan and Morgan [2℄, and with radial pressure
by Morgan and Morgan [3℄. A large lass of stati thin
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disks solutions were obtained by Letelier and Oliveira
[4℄ using the inverse sattering method. Disks with ra-
dial tension have been onsidered in [5℄, and disk models
with eletri elds [6℄ and magneti elds [7℄, and both
magneti and eletri elds [8℄. Solutions for self-similar
stati disks were analyzed by Lynden-Bell and Pineault
[9℄, and Lemos [10℄. Another relevant approahes are
the superposition of stati disks with blak holes or disk
solutions with halos [11℄, and see other important astro-
physial solutions to mimi AGNs in [12℄. Reently Vogt
and Letelier rened general relativist models of galaxies
in a onsiderable way [13℄. Important disussions about
the role of general relativisti disks to explain rotation
urves of galaxies an be found, e.g., in [14℄ and essential
ounter-arguments in [15℄. On axisymmetri geometries
in D dimensions, generalized Weyl solutions in D dimen-
sions were presented by Emparan and Reall [16℄ and im-
portant objets were lassied by them, as blak rings
and Kaluza-Klein bubbles. About disk rotation urves
in higher dimensions see for instane [17℄. For other im-
portant works about solutions of Einstein equations in D
dimensions see [18℄.
The treatment proposed at the present work permits
to nd important imprints of extra dimensions in the
density prole of the disk. A rst result obtained by
introduing extra dimensions shows important modia-
tions in rotation urves proles. As rotation urves are
2the major tool for determining the distribution of mass
in disk galaxies, and are also important to study kine-
matis and to infer the evolutionary histories in galati
systems, as also the most basi and lassi manner to
bring on the presene of dark matter in galaxies, maybe
it is possible that a relativisti disk model embedded in
a multidimensional universe shed some light on the dark
matter problem. Atually, dark matter (DM) is one of
the most intringuing problems in astronomy, astrophysis
and osmology. This puzzle has paramount onsequenes
on the deep omprehension of the universe, matter in gen-
eral and partile physis in partiular. Rotation urves
of galaxies and gravitational lensing of galati lusters
are the main basi observational tools to understand the
presene of DM in universe [19℄. On this behalf, the na-
ture of DM an be investigated by applying a range of
gravitational models: by postulating a halo of exoti mat-
ter around galaxies (e.g. CDM models [20℄) or by mod-
ifying gravity at large sales (e.g. MOND, TeVeS and
STVG [21℄; as an important review about the subjet
see, e.g., [22℄). Another relevant alternative approah
is to enhane astrophysial and osmologial models by
using extra dimensions [23, 24, 25, 26℄. Here, to under-
stand the role of dynamis in produing a DM behavior in
galati disks, as a rst step, we model and investigate
a general relativisti disk and also alulate the gravi-
tational lensing regime for a galati luster living in a
universe endowed with extra dimensions. We adhere to
the standard general relativity, just in spae-time with 5
spatial dimensions.
An important question, unanswered until now, is why
a galati disk does not follow a gravitational Newto-
nian or general relativisti 4D prole for rotation urves.
The extradimensional argument is a proposed solution in
partile physis eld: there the osmologial amount of
dark matter is used to alulate ross setions of postu-
lated Kaluza-Klein (KK) partiles to be tested in future
experiments at olliders [25℄. Here we follow another di-
retion to show quantitatively how one an alulate ro-
tation urves from GR in a higher dimensional pattern.
Therefore, we onstrut a disk endowed with extra di-
mensions by solving the vauum Einstein equations for
an extension of the Weyl's metri. The main purpose of
the work is to onstrut a top-down model, where we are
interested in what is oming to pass at large sales as-
suming a multidimensional senario. Usually thin disks
are solved from Chazy-Curzon or Shwarzshild solutions
and as the simplest example, we solve the ase for a 6D
spae-time. The system is onstruted from suh om-
monly used solutions: they are employed to generate the
disk by introduing disontinuities in the rst derivatives
of the metri funtions (image method). Two onstants of
motion from projetion of extradimensional partile ve-
loities are the free parameters of the model. We prevent
the ad ho adjustment of suh parameters with observed
rotation urves, preferring to investigate values where the
disk beomes stable. The stability is ahieved when the
disk is Newtonian-like (where suh parameters are null)
or for a tiny range of values that astonishingly makes
the irular geodesis t with great preision the rota-
tion urves of many spiral galaxies. We ompare suh
results to well sueeded astrophysial dark matter pro-
les and demonstrate that our preditions reover natu-
rally gravity at solar system and give the same gravita-
tional lensing as does a dynamially suessful dark halo
model. We propose, following suh results, that the ge-
ometry of a spae-time endowed with extra dimensions
modify gravity at ertain distane/mass sales and dark
matter is replaed by the piture of a multidimensional
universe. We also onsider, for ompleteness, another
interpretation where the geometry an indue Kaluza-
Klein elds and partiles on the 4D spae-time, and the
present model ould be a interesting onstraint for theo-
ries on KK dark matter partiles.
The present work is organized as follows: in Setion II
we present the prinipal aspets of stati thin disk solu-
tions in 4D and the expression for the energy-momentum
tensor of the disk. In Setion IIIA, we derive general
Weyl's solutions. To derive Weyl's solutions to higher
dimensions is to nd all solutions of the vauum Ein-
stein equations that admit D− 2 orthogonal ommuting
Killing vetor elds. We show, following [16℄, that in
D dimensions, Einstein equations in a Weyl geometry
is redued to the Laplae's equations, what permits to
use the image method to onstrut a disk living in a D
dimensional universe. In Setion III B we exemplify by
onstruting a simple multidimensional disk model using
six dimensional axially symmetri Einstein equations in
vauum, with a Shwarzshild solution for the four di-
mensional part; the extra dimensional part is solved with
a Chazy-Curzon solution. These solutions are employed
to generate a disk by introduing disontinuities in the
rst derivatives of the metri funtions (image method).
In Setion IV we nd a equation for the irular geodesi
orbits (rotation urves) and study the stability of suh or-
bits in Setion V both by the Rayleigh riterion and by a
perturbative method. Results and graphis for stable ro-
tation urves and omparison to observed rotation urves
of spiral galaxies are showed in Setion VC. In Setion
VI we introdue quantitative arguments to show that at
solar system sales, the model presents the orret be-
havior for rotation urves (a Newtonian-like prole). In
Setion VII we derive the gravitational lensing regime of
the model to a spherially symmetri luster of galax-
ies. Disussions about suh results is done in the Con-
luding Remarks (Setion VIII). And although the main
3purpose of the present work is to onstrut a top-down
model and not to shed light on a fundamental mirosopi
theory we also illustrate another possibility, onsidering
that our model ould onstrain a Kaluza-Klein dark mat-
ter partile to be tested at Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
in next years, where we write onsiderations about the
ompatiation of a 6D spae-time following the exam-
ple presented. In what follows, we do c = G = 1.
II. THIN DISKS IN 4D
Muh endeavor has been strongly attahed to advane
in tehniques for nding general relativisti exat solu-
tions in four dimensions [27, 28℄. One of the earliest
aomplishments in this diretion was attained by Weyl
[29℄, who found the general stati axisymmetri solution
of the vauum Einstein equations:
ds2 = −e2Φdt2 + e−2Φ (e2γ(dr2 + dz2) + r2dϕ2) , (2.1)
where Φ(r, z) is an arbitrary axisymmetri solution of
Laplae's equation in a three-dimensional at spae with
line element
dσ2 = dr2 + r2dϕ2 + dz2, (2.2)
and γ satises
γ,r = r[Φ
2
,r − Φ2,z], (2.3)
γ,z = 2rΦ,rΦ,z, (2.4)
where ( ),a = ∂/∂x
a
. The solution of these equations
is given by a line integral. Sine Φ is harmoni, it an
be regarded as a Newtonian potential produed by er-
tain (axisymmetri) soures. Sine in this oordinate the
spherially symmetri solutions of the Einstein equations
orrespond to a bar of density 1/2, one needs to be areful
in the use of Newtonian images [4℄.
As an illustration, the metri (2.1) for a stati axially
symmetri 4D spae-time an be written in quasiylin-
drial oordinates (r, ϕ, z) in the form
ds2 = −e−φdt2 + χ2eφdϕ2 + f(dr2 + dz2), (2.5)
where χ, φ, and f are funtions of r and z only. In the
vauum, the Einstein equations are equivalent to
χ,rr + χ,zz = 0, (2.6)
(χφ,r),r + (χφ,z),z = 0. (2.7)
Let ζ = r + iz. It is possible to onsider χ as the real
part of an analytial funtion W (ζ) = χ(r, z) + iZ(r, z).
A
B
FIG. 1: Illustration of the displae, ut and reet method
for the generation of disks. In A the spaetime with a singu-
larity is displaed and ut by a plane (dotted line), in B the
part with singularities is disregarded and the upper part is
reeted on the plane.
Noting that W (ζ) = W (ζ), one an write dWdW =
∂W
∂ζ
∂W
∂ζ
dζdζ = |W ′(ζ)|2dζdζ. Or even, dWdW = dχ2 +
dZ2 = |W ′(ζ)|2(dr2 + dz2). Thus without lossing gener-
ality one an hoose χ = r. In suh a way we an write
f(r, z) as
ln f [φ] =
1
2
∫
r{[φ2,r − φ2,z]dr
+ [2φ,rφ,z ]dz}. (2.8)
In order to obtain a solution of (2.6)(2.8) representing
a thin disk loated at z = 0, we assume that the met-
ri funtions χ, φ, and f are ontinuous aross the disk,
but have disontinuous rst derivatives in the diretion
normal to the disk. Thin disk solutions in Weyl oor-
dinates are funtions of the lass C0. The reetional
symmetry of (2.6) - (2.8) with respet to the plane z = 0
allows us to assume that χ, φ, and f are even funtions
of z. Hene, χ,z, φ,z and f,z are odd funtions of z. We
shall require that they not vanish on the surfaes z = 0±.
Suh impositions an indue e.g. a disontinuity in the
spae-time by reeting the solution through the plane.
This represents the onstrution of the disk using the well
known displae, ut and reet method that was used
by Kuzmin [31℄ in Newtonian gravity and later in GR by
many authors [5℄-[13℄. The material ontent of the disk
will be desribed by funtions that are distributions with
support on the disk. The method an be divided in the
following steps that are illustrated in Fig. 1. First, in a
spae wherein we have a ompat soure of gravitational
eld, we hoose a surfae (in our ase, the plane z = 0)
that divides the spae in two piees: one with no singu-
larities or soures and the other with the soures. Then
we disregard the part of the spae with singularities and
use the surfae to make an inversion of the non-singular
part of the spae. This results in a spae with a singu-
larity that is a delta funtion with support on z = 0.
This proedure is mathematially equivalent to make
the transformation z → |z|+ a, with a onstant. In the
4Einstein tensor we have rst and seond derivatives of z.
Sine ∂z|z| = 2ϑ(z) − 1 and ∂zz|z| = 2δ(z), where ϑ(z)
and δ(z) are, respetively, the Heaviside and Dira distri-
butions, the Einstein eld equations will separate in two
dierent piees [34℄: one valid for z 6= 0 (the usual Ein-
stein equations), and other involving distributions with
an assoiated energy-momentum tensor. Due to the dis-
ontinuous behavior of the derivatives of the metri ten-
sor aross the disk, the Riemann urvature tensor on-
tains Dira delta funtions. The energy-momentum ten-
sor an be obtained by the distributional approah due
to Papapetrou and Hamouni [32℄, Lihnerowiz [33℄, and
Taub [34℄. It an be written as T ab = [T
a
b] δ(z), where δ
is the Dira funtion with support on the disk and [T ab] is
the distributional energy-momentum tensor, whih yield
the volume energy density and the prinipal stresses. A
dierent approah is given by Israel [35℄ where one makes
use of the extrinsi urvature of the surfae to represent
the matter. Here, a, b = 0, ..., 3.
A. Density and pressures on the disk
The disk at z = 0 divides the spae-time into two
halves. The normal to the disk an be desribed by the
o-vetor na = ∂z/∂x
a = (0, 0, 0, 1). Above the disk near
z = 0, we an expand the metri as
gab = g
0
ab + z
∂g+ab
∂z
|z=0 + z2∂
2g+ab
∂z2
|z=0 + ..., (2.9)
and below z = 0,
gab = g
0
ab + z
∂g−ab
∂z
|z=0 + z2∂
2g−ab
∂z2
|z=0 + .... (2.10)
The quantity g0ab means the value of gab at z = 0. The
disontinuities in the rst derivatives of the metri tensor
an be ast as
bab = gab,z|
z=0+
− gab,z|
z=0−
. (2.11)
The symmetry of the problem gives φ+,z |z=0 = −φ−,z|z=0,
and f+,z |z=0 = −f−,z |z=0. Denoting φ,z |z=0 = φ+,z |z=0, and
the same for the other funtions, we alulate the follow-
ing disontinuities:
btt = 2e
−φφ,z |z=0, (2.12)
brr = 2f,z|z=0 , (2.13)
bzz = brr, (2.14)
bϕϕ = 2r
2eφφ,z |z=0. (2.15)
It is possible to nd the other disontinuities terms by
ontrating indies in bab:
btt = −2eφφ,z|z=0 ; btt = 2φ,z, (2.16)
brr = − 2
f2
f,z|z=0 ; brr = −
2
f
f,z, (2.17)
bzz = − 2
f2
f,z|z=0 ; bzz = −
2
f
f,z, (2.18)
bϕϕ = − 2
r2
e−φφ,z |z=0 ; bϕϕ = −2φ,z. (2.19)
From (2.11), one an work out (the disontinuities of)
the Christoel symbols through the disk given by
[Γabc] =
1
2
(bacδ
z
b + b
a
bδ
z
c − gazbbc) (2.20)
where [Γabc] ≡ Γ+abc − Γ−abc at z = 0. From the Rie-
mann tensor dened by
Rabcd =
1
2
(gad,bc − gbd,ac + gbc,ad − gac,bd)
+grsΓ
r
adΓ
s
bc − grsΓracΓsbd, (2.21)
we an ompute the Riemann distributional tensor,
[Rabcd] =
1
2
(badδ
z
bδ
z
c − bacδzbδzd + gazbbdδzc). (2.22)
Dening the Rii distributional tensor as [Rab] = [R
c
acb]
and the Rii distributional salar [R] = [Raa], we an
identify the distributional energy-momentum tensor on
the disk through Einstein equations as
[Rab]− 1
2
δab[R] = 8π[T
a
b]. (2.23)
Then the distributional energy-momentum tensor is
given by
[T ab] =
1
16π
{bazδzb − bzzδab + gazbzb − gzzbab
+bcc(g
zzδcb − gazδzb)}. (2.24)
This energy-momentum tensor desribes the matter on-
tent (uid) of a thin disk loated on z = 0. The ompo-
nents of a suh tensor are alulated as
[T tt] =
1
16π
{−bzz + gzz(brr + bzz)}, (2.25)
[T rr] =
1
16π
{−bzz + gzz(btt + bϕϕ)}, (2.26)
[T zz ] = 0, (2.27)
5[Tϕϕ] =
1
16π
{−bzz + gzz(btt + brr)}. (2.28)
Dening the vierbein
e(t)
a =
(
1√−gtt , 0, 0, 0
)
, e(r)
a =
(
0,
1√
grr
, 0, 0
)
,
e(ϕ)
a =
(
0, 0,
1√
gϕϕ
, 0
)
, e(z)
a =
(
0, 0, 0,
1√
gzz
)
,
one an write down the energy-momentum tensor (2.24)
as
[T ab] = − ǫe(t)ae(t)b + pre(r)ae(r)b
+ pϕe(ϕ)
ae(ϕ)
b + pze(z)
ae(z)
b, (2.29)
yielding the volume densities, i.e., the energy density and
pressures as
ǫ = −[T tt] = − f,z
8πf2
|
z=0
(2.30)
pϕ = [T
ϕ
ϕ] = − φ,z
8πf
|
z=0
(2.31)
pr = [T
r
r] = 0, (2.32)
pz = [T
z
z] = 0. (2.33)
As an example, in Fig. 2 we show the density ǫ and
pressure pϕ proles of the 4D onstruted thin disk for
a Shwarzshild solution (as explained bellow), see also
[30℄.
B. Solutions
In Eq. (2.5), the funtion φ is intrinsially related to
the Newtonian potential U by φ = 2U . A important
property of Weyl's metri is the fat that Eq. (2.7) to
be a Laplae's equation in ylindrial oordinates, and
exploiting the harateristis of its linearity it is possible
to employ the superposition of solutions. Some of the
most ommonly used asymptotially plane solutions are,
e.g., Chazy-Curzon, the nite rod, and the Shwarzshild
ones.
In the Chazy-Curzon ase, the solution for a partile
of mass m in the position z = z0 is given by [36, 37℄
φ =
2m
R
, ln f =
m2r2
R4
, (2.34)
where R =
√
r2 + (z − z0)2.
The Shwarzshild solution orresponds to taking the
soure for φ to be a thin rod on the z-axis with 1/2 linear
mass density.
C. Rotation urves
In rst approximation one an onsider that the par-
tiles of suh above uid move along geodesis. In par-
tiular, we an onsider partiles moving along irular
geodesis whose tangential veloities give us the rotation
urves.
From Eq. (2.5) we have the rst integral of motion,
− e−φt˙2 + f(r˙2 + z˙2) + r2eφϕ˙2 = 1, (2.35)
where x˙a = dxa/ds. Assuming r˙ = 0 and z˙ = 0 (partiles
with no radial motion and onned on z = 0), Eq.(2.35)
reads
− e−φt˙2 + r2eφϕ˙2 = 1. (2.36)
The geodesi equations on the disk redue to
(e−φ),r t˙2 − (r2eφ),rϕ˙2 = 0. (2.37)
Eqs. (2.36) and (2.37) form a system of equations for ϕ˙2
and t˙2. From these equations we nd the rotation urves
VC ,
VC =
√
−gϕϕ
gtt
dϕ
dt
=
√
−gϕϕ
gtt
ϕ˙2
t˙2
, (2.38)
redue to
VC =
√
−φ,r/(2/r + φ,r). (2.39)
In Fig. 3 we show some rotation urves for the on-
struted 4D disk, where we are varying the ut disk pa-
rameter a. Here we are applying the thin rod solution
with linear mass density of 1/2 (Shwarzshild solution).
III. AXIALLY SYMMETRIC SOLUTIONS FOR
ANY D AND THE DISK CONSTRUCTION
A. Weyl's geometry for D dimensions
The rst ation to generalizeWeyl's geometry to spae-
times endowed with higher dimensions is to onsider a
suitable oordinate hart for the D-dimensional line el-
ement. Here we follow the method presented by [16℄, a
simple generalization of what is done in four dimensions
[28℄. It will be alleged that the metri is Riemannian or
Lorentzian. Let ξ(i) represent the Killing vetor elds,
1 ≤ i ≤ D − 2. It is admissible to elet oordinates
(xi, y1, y2) suh that ξ(i) = ∂/∂x
i
, sine these ommute,
with the metri oeients depending only on y1 and y2.
Now we must show that one an selet oordinates y1
and y2 to span two-dimensional surfaes orthogonal to all
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FIG. 2: (a) 4D disk surfae density per unit mass proles for disk ut parameters a = 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3 (from top to bottom). We
take r′ = r/m. (b) The same as (a) but for disk pressures. The solution used here is the Shwarzshild one (Chazy-Curzon
also oers similar proles).
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FIG. 3: 4D disk rotation urves with ut parameters from
a = 0.3 to a = 2 (from top to bottom). These urves have a
Newtonian-like prole. We take r′ = r/m. The solution used
is the Shwarzshild one (Chazy-Curson also oers similar
proles).
of the ξ(i). In order to perform this, one has to make ev-
ident that the two-dimensional subspaes of the tangent
spae orthogonal to all of the vetors ξ(i) are integrable.
Suient onditions for integrability are aorded by the
Emparan-Reall theorem [16℄. If it is further assumed that
the Killing vetor elds are orthogonal to eah other then
the metri must take the form
ds2 =
D−2∑
i=1
ǫie
2Φi(dxi)2 + gabdy
adyb, (3.40)
where a and b take the values 1, 2, the metri oeients
are independent of xi, and ǫi = ±1 aording to whether
ξ(i) is spaelike or timelike. Loally it is always possible
to nd oordinates suh that
gabdy
adyb = e2CdZdZ¯, (3.41)
where Z and Z¯ are omplex onjugate oordinates if the
transverse spae is spaelike. The funtion C is inde-
pendent of xi. Now, assuming that µ, ν = i, Z, Z¯, then
the vauum Einstein equations read Rµν = 0. The ij
omponent gives
∂Z

exp

∑
j
Φj

 ∂Z¯Φi

+∂Z¯

exp

∑
j
Φj

 ∂ZΦi

 = 0.
(3.42)
Summing this equation over i yields
∂Z∂Z¯ exp

∑
j
Φj

 = 0. (3.43)
This last has as general solution∑
j
Φj = log
(
w(Z) + w˜(Z¯)
)
, (3.44)
where w˜ = w¯ if Z and Z¯ are omplex onjugate. Substi-
tuting equation (3.44) into equation (3.42) yields
2(w + w˜)∂Z∂Z¯Φi + ∂Zw∂Z¯Φi + ∂Z¯w˜∂ZΦi = 0. (3.45)
If w is non-onstant then RZZ = 0 an be rearranged to
give
∂ZC =
∑
i ∂
2
ZΦi∑
i ∂ZΦi
+
1
2
∑
i
∂ZΦi −
∑
i<j ∂ZΦi∂ZΦj
2
∑
i ∂ZΦi
.
(3.46)
An akin equation is obtained from RZ¯Z¯ = 0:
∂Z¯C =
∑
i ∂
2
Z¯
Φi∑
i ∂Z¯Φi
+
1
2
∑
i
∂Z¯Φi −
∑
i<j ∂Z¯Φi∂Z¯Φj
2
∑
i ∂Z¯Φi
.
(3.47)
7Integrating the rst two terms of these equations and
applying equation (3.44) we get
C =
1
2
log (∂Zw∂Z¯w˜) + Ξ, (3.48)
where
∂ZΞ = −w + w˜
∂Zw
∑
i<j
∂ZΦi∂ZΦj , (3.49)
∂Z¯Ξ = −
w + w˜
∂Z¯w˜
∑
i<j
∂Z¯Φi∂Z¯Φj . (3.50)
The integrability ondition for Ξ is
∂Z∂Z¯Ξ = ∂Z¯∂ZΞ. (3.51)
It is straightforward to hek that this equation is indeed
satised if equations (3.44) and (3.45) hold. These equa-
tions also onrm that the remaining Einstein equation
RZZ¯ = 0 is satised.
Sine w and w˜ have been assumed non-onstant, one
an perform a oordinate transformation from Z and Z¯
to w(Z) and w˜(Z¯) in the similar way as in the 4D ase
mentioned at the beginning of Se. II. In 4D, they are re-
ferred as Weyl's anonial oordinates [27℄. This yields
ds2 =
∑
i
ǫie
2Φi(dxi)2 + e2 Ξdwdw˜. (3.52)
This oordinate transformation is onformal. Eqs.
(3.45), (3.49) and (3.50) are onformally invariant so the
transformation just replaes ∂Z by ∂ ≡ ∂w and ∂Z¯ by
∂¯ ≡ ∂w˜. Then the solution is determined by the follow-
ing equations ∑
i
Φi = log(w + w˜), (3.53)
2(w + w˜)∂∂¯Φi + ∂Φi + ∂¯Φi = 0, (3.54)
∂Ξ = −(w + w˜)
∑
i<j
∂Φi∂Φj , (3.55)
∂¯Ξ = −(w + w˜)
∑
i<j
∂¯Φi∂¯Φj . (3.56)
If Z and Z¯ are omplex onjugate oordinates then, as
mentioned above, one must take w˜ = w¯. Introdue real
oordinates (r, z) by w = r+ iz, so the anonial form of
the metri is
ds2 =
∑
i
ǫie
2Φi(dxi)2 + e2 Ξ(dr2 + dz2). (3.57)
Eq. (3.54) then takes the form
∂2Φi
∂r2
+
1
r
∂Φi
∂r
+
∂2Φi
∂z2
= 0, (3.58)
whih is again just Laplae's equation in three-
dimensional at spae with metri (2.2). The funtion
Φi is independent of the oordinate θ, i.e., it is axisym-
metri. The solution is therefore speied by D − 3 in-
dependent axisymmetri solutions of Laplae's equation
in three-dimensional at spae.
B. The simplest example: a 6D disk
The fat that Φi, for D dimensions, has as solution ax-
isymmetri solutions of Laplae's equation leads to the
possibility to onstrut a disk with higher dimensional
omponents. To obtain a solution for suh a metri whih
represents a thin disk loated on ya = z = 0, we assume
the funtions of the metri Φi and gab are ontinuous
along the disk, in partiular on the surfae z = 0, but
with disontinuous rst derivatives on that surfae. Fol-
lowing the same approah developed in Se. II, we an
introdue these disontinuities by doing the replaement
z → |z| + a, where a is a onstant. And as in Se. II,
suh disontinuities indiate that the Riemann urvature
tensor ontains Dira delta funtions that makes possi-
ble to alulate the energy-momentum tensor by a dis-
tributional approah (see also Se. II for a full expla-
nation about the method). Calulating the extradimen-
sional omponents of the energy-momentum tensor, we
nd that [T x
i
xi ] = −[T x
i+1
xi+1 ] =
1
16pi g
zzbx
i
xi . If D is even,
then the sum of extradimensional pressures anel and
the total pressure depends only of 4D omponents. Thus
we assume a disk living in universe endowed with an even
number of extra dimensions. Other important arguments
an be found in literature in favor of an even D (e.g. as
has been emphasized by dierent authors, the Huygens
priniple does not hold for odd D [38℄).
Whatsoever, as the simplest example, we an work out
in what follows the ase for a 6D disk. The metri for
an axially symmetri 6D spae-time an be written in
quasi-ylindrial oordinates as
ds2 = −e−φdt2+χ2eφdϕ2+ψeνdx2+e−νdy2+f(dr2+dz2),
(3.59)
where φ = φ(r, z), f = f(r, z), χ = χ(r, z), ψ = ψ(r, z)
and x and y are the extra dimensional oordinates. The
vauum Einstein equations RAB = 0, (A,B = 0, 1, ..., 5)
redue to
(χ
√
ψ),rr + (χ
√
ψ),zz = 0, (3.60)
ν,rr +
ν,r(χ
√
ψ),r
χ
√
ψ
+
ν,z(χ
√
ψ),z
χ
√
ψ
+ ν,zz = 0, (3.61)
8φ,rr +
φ,r(χ
√
ψ),r
χ
√
ψ
+
φ,z(χ
√
ψ),z
χ
√
ψ
+ φ,zz = 0. (3.62)
where ( ),a = ∂/∂x
a
. About the oordinate free-
dom, one an onsider ς = χ
√
ψ as the real part of
an analytial funtion W (ζ) = ς(r, z) + iZ(r, z), where
ζ = r + iz. Noting that W (ζ) = W (ζ), one an
write dWdW = ∂W∂ζ
∂W
∂ζ
dζdζ = |W ′(ζ)|2dζdζ. Or even,
dWdW = dς2 + dZ2 = |W ′(ζ)|2(dr2 + dz2). Thus with-
out lossing generality one an hoose χ
√
ψ = r. We do
ψ = 1 and χ = r, that yields the Einstein equation for
f(r, z),
ln f [φ, ν] =
1
2
∫
r{[φ2,r − φ2,z + 2φ,r/r + ν2,r − ν2,z]dr
+ [2φ,rφ,z + 2φ,z/r + 2ν,rν,z]dz}. (3.63)
Eqs.(3.60)(3.63) form the omplete set of vauum Ein-
stein equations for the metri (3.59).
To obtain a solution of (3.60)(3.63) whih represents
a thin disk loated on z = 0, we assume the funtions of
the metri f and φ are ontinuous along the disk, in par-
tiular on the surfae z = 0, but with disontinuous rst
derivatives on that surfae. We introdue these disonti-
nuities by doing the replaement z → |z|+ a, where a is
a onstant. The distributional energy-momentum tensor
reads
[T t t] =
1
16π
{−bzz+gzz(br r+ bz z+ bϕ ϕ+ bx x+ by y)},
(3.64)
[T r r] =
1
16π
{−bzz+gzz(bt t+ bz z+ bϕ ϕ+ bx x+ by y)},
(3.65)
[T z z] = 0, (3.66)
[Tϕ ϕ] =
1
16π
{−bzz+gzz(bt t+ br r+ bz z+ bx x+ by y)},
(3.67)
[T x x] =
1
16π
{−bzz+gzz(bt t+ br r+ bz z+ bϕ ϕ+ by y)},
(3.68)
[T y y] =
1
16π
{−bzz+gzz(bt t+ br r+ bz z+ bϕ ϕ+ bx x)}.
(3.69)
And the disontinuities of rst derivatives of the metri
bAB = (g
+
AB,z − g−AB,z)|z=0 yields
btt = 2e
−φφ,z|z=0, (3.70)
brr = 2f,z|z=0, (3.71)
bzz = brr, (3.72)
bφφ = 2r
2eφφ,z|z=0, (3.73)
bxx = 2e
νν,z|z=0, (3.74)
byy = −2e−νν,z|z=0. (3.75)
Inluding the extra dimensions the vierbein is replaed
by the sehsbein,
e(t)
A =
(
1√−gtt , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
, e(r)
A =
(
0,
1√
grr
, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
, e(ϕ)
A =
(
0, 0,
1√
gϕϕ
, 0, 0, 0
)
,
e(z)
A =
(
0, 0, 0,
1√
gzz
, 0, 0
)
, e(x)
A =
(
0, 0, 0, 0,
1√
gxx
, 0
)
, e(y)
A =
(
0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
1√
gyy
)
,
one an write down the energy-momentum tensor (2.24)
as
[TAB] = − ǫe(t)Ae(t)B + pre(r)Ae(r)B
+ pϕe(ϕ)
Ae(ϕ)
B + pze(z)
Ae(z)
B
+ pxe(x)
Ae(x)
B + pye(y)
Ae(y)
B , (3.76)
yielding the energy density and pressures as
ǫ = −[T tt] = − f,z
8πf2
|
z=0
(3.77)
pϕ = [T
ϕ
ϕ] = − φ,z
8πf
|
z=0
(3.78)
pr = [T
r
r] = 0, (3.79)
pz = [T
z
z] = 0. (3.80)
px + py = 0. (3.81)
A seond step to onstrut the disk is to hoose two
solutions of Laplae equations (3.61) and (3.62) for the
9funtions φ and ν. Usually, for thin disks in 4D it is om-
mon to solve the problem with Shwarzshild or Chazy-
Curzon solutions [30℄ (see Se. II B). The D-dimensional
Shwarzshild solution has isometry group R×O(D−1).
To write it in Weyl form, D − 2 orthogonal ommuting
Killing vetor elds are required. For the Shwarzshild
solution, this ours only for D = 4, 5. Hene only the
four and ve-dimensional Shwarzshild solutions an be
written in Weyl form. For D > 5, the D-dimensional
Shwarzshild solution is not a generalized Weyl solution.
However, the geometry obtained by taking produts of
the D = 4 or D = 5 Shwarzshild solution with asymp-
totially at spae are easily seen to be Weyl solutions.
We take the Newtonian potential assoiated to a rod
of onstant density [40℄,
φ(r, z) = ln
R1 +R2 − 2
R1 +R2 + 2
, (3.82)
where R1 =
√
r˜2 + (z − 1)2 e R2 =
√
r˜2 + (z + 1)2, and
r˜ is the radial oordinate normalized by mass, r˜ = r/m.
The length of the rod is L = 2m. We also use a Chazy-
Curzon solution for the ν funtion (ν(r, z) = [r2 + (|z|+
a)2]−1/2), whih is asymptotially at, resulting that our
disk is in fat a Weyl solution. Thus, along the rest
of the present work, the 4D part is solved using the
Shwarzshild solution, or the Chazy-Curzon, and the ex-
tradimensional part by using the Chazy-Curzon solution.
Both pitures produe very similar results.
IV. ROTATION CURVES
From Eq. (3.59) we have the rst integral of motion,
−e−φt˙2+f(r˙2+ z˙2)+r2eφϕ˙2+eνx˙2+e−ν y˙2 = 1, (4.83)
where x˙A = dxA/ds. Assuming r˙ = 0 and z˙ = 0 (par-
tiles with no radial motion and onned on z = 0),
Eq.(4.83) reads
− e−φt˙2 + r2eφϕ˙2 + eν x˙2 + e−ν y˙2 = 1. (4.84)
By Eqs. (3.77)(3.81), one evidently an see that extra
dimensions pressures do not ontribute to total disk pres-
sures. Immediately one is tempted to argue that this is
the same to say that extra dimensions do not ontribute
to the density proles. However, Eq. (3.63) shows that
f(r, z) ontains extra dimensional eld omponents and
therefore a priori the rates x˙ and y˙ must be onsidered as
non-null inognites. On this fashion, the geodesi equa-
tions on the disk redue to
eν x˙ = Cx, e
−ν y˙ = Cy, (4.85)
(e−φ),r t˙2 − (r2eφ),rϕ˙2
= C2x(e
−ν),r + C2y (e
ν),r, (4.86)
where Cx and Cy are integration onstants.
Eqs. (4.84) and (4.86) form a system of equations for
ϕ˙2 and t˙2. From these equations we nd the rotation
urves VC ,
VC =
√
−gϕϕ
gtt
dϕ
dt
=
√
−gϕϕ
gtt
ϕ˙2
t˙2
, (4.87)
redue to
VC =
√
F (r)ν,r +G(r)φ,r
F (r)ν,r −G(r)(2/r + φ,r) , (4.88)
where F (r) = −C2xe−ν + C2yeν and G(r) = 1 − C2xe−ν −
C2ye
ν
. Note that when Cx = Cy = 0 (no extra di-
mensions), we have VC =
√−φ,r/(2/r + φ,r) that is the
known formula for irular orbits in 4D Weyl geometry,
Eq. (2.39). Another important task about the derived
rotation urves is that Eqs. (4.85) and (4.86) provide
that the disk atually is living in a universe endowed with
Universal Extra Dimensions (a model where the elds an
aess the extra dimensions; for details about the model
see [24, 25, 26℄). The boundary onditions in manner to
determine values for Cx and Cy ome from alulations
of the stability of the disk, a subjet studied in what
follows.
V. THE STABILITY
We need to answer the question: what are the values
for Cx and Cy (the integration onstants) that make the
disk stable? A lassial method, the Rayleigh riterion,
and an advaned one, a pertubative method, are both
used to onstrain a possible range of stable values for Cx
and Cy. The orret rotation urves must be onstruted
following the results from a suh stability.
A. Rayleigh riterion
The stability of the irular orbits in the disk plane
an be studied using an extension of the Rayleigh sta-
bility riterion [39℄. This method is extremely good for
Newtonian systems, and only for irular orbits. Given
a suh limitation, here it will be used only as a referene
method. In Rayleigh riterion, we have stability when
hdhdr > 0, where h is the spei angular momentum of a
partile in the disk plane (h = gϕϕϕ˙),
h = r2eφ
√
(1 − C2xe−ν − C2yeν)φ,r + (C2xe−ν − C2yeν)ν,r
2r2eφ(1/r + φ,r)
.
(5.89)
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We nd that for dierent values of Cx and Cy less than
unity stability is reahed when a > 1. For small values of
a (a < 1, highly relativisti disks) we have a small zone of
instability, typially around r = 3m. In Fig. 4 we show
the stability of the disk by the riterion presented above.
The prinipal onstraint derived from this method is to
hold suitable values for the ut parameter a.
B. Perturbative method
The stability of irular orbits in the disk plane an be
studied using a more aurate and sophistiated method.
In what follows we ompute a perturbative method
where we assume that the disk partiles are desribing
equatorial irular geodesis in stationary axisymmet-
ri elds. The perturbation of the geodesi equation
x¨A+ΓABC x˙
B x˙C = 0 is done performing the transforma-
tion xA → xA +∆A  where ∆A = (δt, δr, δϕ, δz, δx, δy)
are innitesimal elements. Therefore, equations for the
perturbations are,
∆¨A + 2ΓABC x˙
B∆˙C + ΓABC,D∆
Dx˙Bx˙C = 0, (5.90)
where ΓABC are the Christoel symbols and x˙
A
are
proper time derivatives dxA/ds and an be written for
a irular orbital motion as
x˙A = (ut, 0, 0, utΩ, Cx, Cy), (5.91)
where utΩ = VC . Note that (5.90) is equivalent to the
usual deviation equation [41℄. Assuming only horizontal
osillations in the 4D part of the disk (δz = 0), we get
∆A = (δt, δr, 0, 0, δϕ, 0, 0). (5.92)
Let xA be an equatorial irular geodesi in a stationary
axisymmetri spae-time (3.59), i.e., the worldline xA =
(t, r = const, ϕ = const+Ωt, z = 0, x = const, y = const).
Substituting the four veloity (5.91) and demanding that
gAB,z (but not gAB,zz) vanishes in the equatorial plane,
the omponents of Eq.(5.90) for horizontal osillations
read:
(δ¨t) + 2Γttru
t(δ˙r) = 0, (5.93)
(δ¨r) + 2Γrtt + 2Γ
r
ϕϕu
tΩ( ˙δϕ) + [(Γrtt,r (5.94)
+Γrϕϕ,rΩ
2)(ut)2 + Γrxx,rC
2
x + Γ
r
yy,rC
2
y ]δr = 0,
(δ¨ϕ) + 2ΓϕϕrΩu
t(δ˙r) = 0. (5.95)
Suppose that the solutions for δt, δr and δϕ have a form
of harmoni osillations, ∼ eiKs, with a ommon proper
angular frequeny K. The ondition for solvability of
Eqs. (5.93)-(5.95) is then
det

 −K2 2iKΓttrut 02iKΓrttut −K2 + ΓrAB,ruAuB 2iKΓrϕϕutΩ
0 2iKΓϕϕru
tΩ −K2

 = 0,
(5.96)
where ΓrAB,ru
AuB = (Γrtt,r + Γ
r
ϕϕ,rΩ
2)(ut)2 +
Γrxx,rC
2
x + Γ
r
yy,rC
2
y . From the non-trivial solution of
this equation we derive the osillation frequeny with re-
spet to innity κ = K/ut, referred in literature as the
epiyli frequeny [42℄, as
κ2 =
Z(r)
2 + φ,r − P (r) [φ,rr + rφ
3
r + 3φ,r/r + 3φ
2
r +Q(r)],
(5.97)
where Z(r) = −e−φ/f , the metri is that given by
Eq.(3.59) and P (r) and Q(r) are terms related to ex-
tradimensional imprints:
P (r) = M(r)[2 + φ,rr] + F (r)rν,r , (5.98)
Q(r) = P (r)[H(r)/r + 0.5φ,rf,r/f − φ2,r/2− φ,rr/2]−H(r)φ,r − 2H(r)/r −N(r)/r, (5.99)
H(r) =
eν−φ
2r
C2x[ν,rf,r/f − ν2,r − ν,rr] +
e−ν−φ
2r
C2y [−ν,rf,r/f − ν2,r + ν,rr] (5.100)
N(r) = F (r)[−3ν,r−2rφ,rν,r−0.5r2φ2,rν,r+0.5r2φ,rr]+M(r)[3φ,r+2rφ2,r+0.5r2φ3,r−0.5r2φ,rrφ,r+rφ,rf,r/f+0.5r2φ2,rf,r/f ],
(5.101)
and where M(r) = C2xe
−ν +C2ye
ν
and F (r) = −C2xe−ν +
C2ye
ν
. When Cx = Cy = 0⇒ P (r) = Q(r) = 0 (no extra
dimensions), Eq.(5.97) beomes the known formula for
osillations in Weyl geometry. Graphis for the squared
epiyli frequeny is showed in Fig. 5. The onguration
is stable only when κ2 > 0. Our results show that the
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FIG. 4: Stability of disks by the modied Rayleigh riterion. In (a) we show that stable disk ut parameters a are obtained
only for a > 1 (the full line), where hdh
dr
> 0. (b) In the region of interest, stable disks our for extradimensional parameters
Cx = 0.8 (dotted line), Cx = 0.85 (dashed line) and Cx = 0.9 (gray line). For Cx > 0.95, h
dh
dr
< 0, and the disk beomes
unstable (full line). () In the region of interest, stable disks our for extradimensional parameters Cy = 0.1 (dotted line),
Cy = 0.2 (dashed line) and Cy = 0.3 (gray line). For Cy > 0.5, h
dh
dr
< 0, and the disk beomes unstable (full line). Here a is
normalized by mass and r′ = r/m.
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FIG. 5: (a) Epiyli frequeny versus the normalized radius r′ = r/m for a onguration where Cx = 0.1 and Cy = 0.85. The
stability is ahieved for 0 < r′ < 5.5, when κ2 > 0; a great number of rotation urves of spiral galaxies remains exatly into
this region. The bold urve is the result for a 4D thin disk onguration. (b) Epiyli frequeny versus the normalized radius
for a onguration where Cx = 0.1 and Cy = 0.9. Here the stability is ahieved for 0 < r
′ < 15, when κ2 > 0. Here the disk
ut parameter a is normalized by mass. We used r′ = r/m and a = 1.5.
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TABLE I: Stable values for Cx and Cy
Values for Cx and Cy Region where the disk is stable
Cx = 0, Cy = 0 (Newtonian) All r
′
0 < Cx < 0.2, 0 < Cy < 0.4 All r
′
0 < Cx < 0.2, Cy = 0.5 0 < r
′ . 0.4
0 < Cx < 0.2, Cy = 0.7 0 < r
′ . 1.4
0 < Cx < 0.2, Cy = 0.75 0 < r
′ . 2.6
0 < Cx < 0.2, Cy = 0.8 0 < r
′ . 4
0 < Cx < 0.2, Cy = 0.85 0 < r
′ . 5.5
0 < Cx < 0.2, Cy = 0.9 0 < r
′ . 15
0 < Cx < 0.2, Cy > 0.95 Unstable disk
integration onstants Cx and Cy have a very restrited
range of stable values. In Table I it is possible to see the
intervals for Cx and Cy where the disk is stable (here we
xed a = 1.5, a stable disk parameter aording to the
Rayleigh riterion; any values a > 1 are able to produe
stable disks).
A suh stability study is fundamental to disuss what
are the exat values to be used for the extradimensional
parameters Cx and Cy . In general, extra dimensions on-
tribute to destabilize the disk, but it is possible to derive
a semi-phenomenologial model where we have a very
short range of stable values that an be used to t ro-
tation urves of galaxies or gravitational lensing of dark
halos in a UED bakground (see Table I). Those sta-
ble values an astrophysially onstrain two-UED mod-
els. A more detailed disussion on the present perturba-
tive method is presented in [43℄.
C. Stable rotation urves
The stability study of the previous setion is funda-
mental to disuss what are the exat values to be used
for the extradimensional parameters Cx and Cy. In this
sense, it is possible to derive a semi-phenomenologial
model where we have a very short range of stable values
that an be used to ompare to rotation urves of galax-
ies. In Fig. 6a we show the rotation urves for some
values of Cx and Cy , where we are not pondering yet the
stable ases. In 6b we present only the stable urves, for
various stable values of the ut parameter a. As disussed
before, the stability is only ahieved for 0 < Cx < 0.4
and 0 < Cy < 0.95 (Rayleigh riterion) or the values
from the perturbative method speied in Table I (what
restringes even more the range for Cx and onrms the
Rayleigh riterion for Cy). At the same time those val-
ues also prevent superluminal behavior for the partiles.
When Cx = Cy = 0 we have the usual 4D general rela-
tivisti prole that is quite similar to a typial Newtonian
one. On the other hand, the attening of galati rota-
tion urves is an eet observed to our in the galati
area that ontains most of the baryoni (visible) matter.
Beyond this area it beomes extremely diult to aser-
tain the behavior of rotation proles, so a model that
just keeps these rotation proles at may be inorret at
larger osmologial sales. In Fig. 6 we show that the
urves derived are asymptotially at and in osmologi-
al sales the urves tend to zero. The density proles as
disussed previously are pratially the same as in the 4D
ase and we nd that the extra dimensions aet smally
the density and the azimuthal and radial pressures. The
4D proles an be seen in Fig. 2 and in Bi£ák et al. [30℄.
In Fig. 7 we show a omparison between the proles de-
rived with and without extradimensional imprints, show-
ing that the disagreement is small and the prole derived
from the present model is similar to a 4D one. Neverthe-
less, it is exatly due to a suh tiny disagreement, indued
by the geometry of extra dimensions at large distanes,
that we have a orret prole for rotation urves. In
other words, the presene of extra dimensions is aeting
gravity at large distanes. Maybe this eet is onneted
to theories on modied gravity [21℄, and the real nature
of suh modiations is due to extra dimensions.
Taking into aount only the stable urves, in Fig. 8
we ompare with some optially observed rotation urves
of spiral galaxies. Here we are not doing a omposition
of a halo dark matter veloities plus the disk gas and
the veloities of stars. What is happening is that the
lean stable general relativisti disk geodesis are sim-
ply tting the region of interest. The not surprising ad
ho adjustment of Cx and Cy atually ould tell nothing
about the astrophysial role of the extra dimensions in
the model. However the alulation of stable disks brings
over with it realizable values for Cx and Cy, what makes
possible to visualize a minimum representation of a real
disk galaxy. Those values produe the full line urves of
Fig. 6b, tting with great preision the region of interest
(the plateau anomaly after r′ ∼ 2). We also ompare to
some phenomenologial models used in astrophysis as
Navarro, Frenk & White [48℄ and the Courteau t [49℄.
The observed data is taken from [44, 45, 46℄, but for
an alternative data soure see [47℄, where our model is
also suessful. Another important statement is that the
present model reovers the Newtonian prole for r′ →∞
(where the asymptoti funtion ν → 0, and the Newto-
nian limit is reahed).
It is important to remember that this is not a pure
phenomenologial model, where we would be interested
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FIG. 6: (a) Disk rotation urves with extra dimensional parameters Cx = 0, Cy = 0, i.e., usual standard relativisti prole
(dotted line, stable), ; Cx = 0.1, Cy = 0.7 (dashed line, unstable); Cx = 0.1, Cy = 0.85 (gray line, stable); Cx = 0.1, Cy = 0.9
(full line, stable). (b) Only the stable urves, for various values of the ut parameter a; here a is varying from a = 1 to a = 2.5,
and Cx = 0.1 and Cy = 0.85. The dotted ones are the Newtonian-like (where there are no extra dimensions), and the full ones
are the stable urves derived admitting two extra dimensions. In () we show that the urves derived are asymptotially at,
and in large sale they tend to zero. For all, the solutions used are Shwarzshild for the 4D part and Chazy-Curzon for extra
dimensions. We take r′ = r/m.
in take a omplete t of observational urve. Here the
interest is to ahieve a reasonable explanation for the
plateau anomaly using some of the stable alulated pa-
rameters. In this sense, the model ould be onsidered
as a semi-phenomenologial model.
VI. RESULTS FOR SOLAR SYSTEM SCALES
By simple quantitative arguments, one an easily show
that, at solar system sales, the model presents the or-
ret observed results for rotation urves (a Newtonian-
like behavior). The argument remains basially on the
omparison between distane sales and the mass of the
system. Consider, for simpliity, as an example based
on observational real quantities, that a spiral galaxy has
Mgal ∼ 1012M⊙ ∼ 1042 kg, with radius Rgal ∼ 10
kp ∼ 1020 m. The normalization sale is then R′gal =
Rgal/Mgal = 10
−22
m/kg. This gives, in Fig. 6a, that
the r′ sale (in natural units) for a suh galaxy is around
r′ ∼ 100 (where the observed rotation urve is around
r′ ∼ 10). Now, doing the same estimative for solar
system we have, onsidering roughly that the solar sys-
tem mass is Msolar ∼ 10M⊙ ∼ 1031 kg and the radius
Rsolar ∼ 1 p ∼ 1016 m, R′solar = Rsolar/Msolar = 10−15
m/kg, or R′solar = 10
7R′gal. Now, the equivalent r
′
ra-
dius for solar system is r′ = 109. This last value remains
in a absolutely Newtonian-like range for rotation urves
(see Fig. 6). Thus the immediate onlusion is that
our model is in a orret fashion for both galaxies sales
and the solar system sale, using the same stable parame-
ters for Cx and Cy obtained from stability onsiderations.
The model, or indeed extra dimensions, is then sensitive
to R/M sales.
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FIG. 7: Comparison of the density proles of a disk onsid-
ering only 4D dimensions (full line) and what is derived by
the present example that onsiders 6D (dotted line). It is
important to point that it is exatly due to this tiny disagree-
ment that extra dimensions do aet rotation urves. Here
a stable example with a = 1.5, for m = 1 (i.e. r′ = r/m),
Cx = 0.1 and Cy = 0.85. From Eqs. (3.77) and (3.63), the
6D density depends on φ,z/r
′
, whih learly appears due to
the inuene of extra dimensions. For a large r′, φ,z/r
′
goes
to zero and Eq. (3.77) reovers the original 4D prole. When
r′ → 0, φ,z/r
′
→∞, but f goes faster to innity, impliating
that also Eq. (3.77) reovers again the original 4D prole for
small r′.
In Fig. 9 we show that all the urves of the model
present the same result at solar system sale (the full line)
and the dotted line is the Newtonian
√
1/r′ prole (or
what is approximately observed at solar system sales).
The dierene between our model and what is expeted
for a Newtonian disk is relatively small (∼ 10−5).
VII. CLUSTER OF GALAXIES
Here, using the simple example for 6D, we show that
in the low aeleration regime, a universe endowed with
UED predits gravitational lensing of the orret magni-
tude to explain the observations of intergalati lensing.
As in nature many elliptial galaxies and galaxy lusters
are well modeled as spherially symmetri, we do our
alulation for a spherially symmetri system plus two
UED. We adopt the metri
ds2 = −eΦdt2 + eΛ[dR2 +R2(dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2)
+ dx2 + dy2], (7.102)
where, as before, x and y are the at extradimensional
oordinates. Φ and Λ are funtions only of R. Consider
a light ray whih propagates in the equatorial plane of
the metri. The veloity x˙A of the ray must satisfy
− eΦ t˙2 + eΛ(R˙2 +R2ϕ˙2 + x˙2 + y˙2) = 0. (7.103)
From the stationarity of the metri follows the onser-
vation law eΦt˙ = E where E is a onstant harateris-
ti of the ray. From spherial symmetry it follows that
eΛR2ϕ˙ = L where L is another onstant property of the
ray. Let us write R˙ = (dR/dϕ)ϕ˙, x˙ = (dx/dϕ)ϕ˙ and
y˙ = (dy/dϕ)ϕ˙. Now eliminating t˙ and ϕ˙ from Eq. (7.103)
in favor of E and L, and dividing by E2 yields
− e−Φ + (b/R)2e−Λ{R−2[(dR/dϕ)2 + (dx/dϕ)2
+ (dy/dϕ)2] + 1} = 0, (7.104)
where b ≡ L/E. By going to innity where the metri
fators approah unity one sees that b is just the impat
parameter of the ray with respet to the matter 4D dis-
tribution enter at R = 0. Rearranging the last equation
we obtain the quadrature
ϕ = [1 +R2x +R
2
y]
1/2
∫ R [
eΛ−Φ
(
R
b
)2
− 1
]−1/2
dR
R
,
(7.105)
where R2x = (dx/dR)
2
and R2y = (dy/dR)
2
are the rates
where the KK imprints are distributed along the 4D
galaxy luster. At this point, where the physial met-
ri exatly at, this relation would desribe a line with
ϕ varying from 0 to π as R dereased from innity to its
value Rturn at the turning point, and then returned to
innity. Therefore the deetion of the ray due to gravity
is
∆ϕ = [1 +R2x + R
2
y]
1/2

2
∫ ∞
Rturn
[
eΛ−Φ
(
R
b
)2
− 1
]−1/2
dR
R
− π

 . (7.106)
To shed some light in this last integral, one an benet of the weakness of extragalati elds whih grant that Λ
and Φ are all small ompared to unity. As onsequene the above result is losely approximated by
∆ϕ = [1 +R2x +R
2
y]
1/2

−4 ∂∂α
∫ ∞
Rturn
[
(1 + Λ − Φ)
(
R
b
)2
− α
]1/2
dR
R
∣∣∣
α=1
− π

 . (7.107)
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FIG. 8: (a) Dierent models  our model (a Gravity with Extra Dimensions (GEDI) model) and [48℄) for the rotation urves
of the NGC 7331 spiral galaxy. Observational data from Sofue et al. (1999) [44℄. (b) Dierent models (our model GEDI and
[48℄) for rotation urves of the high speed rotation spiral galaxy UGC 12591. Observational data from Rubin (1987) [45℄. ()
Dierent models (our GEDI model and [48, 49℄) for the rotation urves of the NGC 3198 spiral galaxy. Observational data from
Begeman (1999) [46℄. The model ts with great preision the region of interest  the plateau anomaly after r/m ∼ 3 in (a)
and after r/m ∼ 2 in (b) and (). The stable parameters used are Cx = 0.15 and Cy = 0.88 for (a) and (b), and Cx = 0.2 and
Cy = 0.85 for (). For all, the solutions used are Shwarzshild for the 4D part and Chazy-Curzon for extra dimensions. The
Navarro-Frenk-White [48℄ prole desribes the halo urve and when ombined with the disk gas urve it phenomenologially
ts the rotation urve. The Courteau urve in () is only a referene of a pure phenomenologial t to rotation urves.
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FIG. 9: Solar system sales. Comparison of rotation urves of a disk onsidering only 4D dimensions, in a Newtonian
p
1/r′
solar system regime (dotted line, whih oinides exatly to a 4D disk regime  the dashed line) and what is derived by the
present example that onsiders 6D (full line). Here a stable example with a = 1.5, r′ = r/m, Cx = 0.1 and Cy = 0.85. For
a 6D disk we have the same prole, but with greater veloities, although the dierene is relatively small. The estimative for
solar system, onsidering roughly that the solar system mass is Msolar ∼ 10M⊙ ∼ 10
31
kg and the radius Rsolar ∼ 1 p ∼ 10
16
m, R′solar = Rsolar/Msolar = 10
−15
m/kg, or equivalently, in natural units, r′ radius for solar system is r′ ∼ 109.
The rewriting in terms of an α derivative allows us to Taylor expand the radial in the small quantity Λ−Φ without
inurring a divergene of the integral at its lower limit. The zeroth order of the expansion yields a well known integral
whih anels the π. Thus, to rst order in small quantities
∆ϕ = −2 [1 +R
2
x +R
2
y]
1/2
b
∂
∂α
∫ ∞
b
√
α
(Λ− Φ)RdR
(R2 − αb2)1/2
∣∣∣
α=1
. (7.108)
And integrating by parts:
∆ϕ = −2 [1 +R
2
x +R
2
y]
1/2
b
∂
∂α
[
lim
R→∞
(Λ − Φ)(R2 − αb2)1/2 −
∫ ∞
b
√
α
(Λ,R − Φ,R)(R2 − αb2)1/2dR
]∣∣∣
α=1
(7.109)
Sine Φ and Λ derease asymptotially as R−1, the in-
tegrated term, being α independent, ontributes noth-
ing. Carrying out the α derivative, and introduing the
usual Cartesian u oordinate along the initial ray by
u ≡ ±(R2 − b2)1/2, we have
∆ϕ =
b [1 + R2x +R
2
y]
1/2
2
∫ ∞
−∞
Λ,R − Φ,R
R
du. (7.110)
A fator 1/2 appears beause we have inluded the inte-
gral in Eq. (7.109) twie, one with R dereasing to, and
one with R inreasing from b. The integral is now per-
formed over an innite straight line following the original
ray.
Fig. 10 shows that the new ray deetion using the
above alulated model, for a range of projeted rates
Rx and Ry, is bigger than the deetion produed by
a ray passing through a luster alulated only with 4D
general relativity (GR). The dierene between a 4D GR
with dark matter and the above alulation (where the
geometry of the problem substitutes the onept of DM)
is that in a onventional dark matter senario one would
ompute Φ and Λ from Einstein equations inluding dark
matter as soure, whereas in the present model one has
an aditional term and omputes Λ and Φ on the basis of
the visible matter alone.
Solving numerially the Einstein equations of the
spherial metri and by a numerial integration of Eq.
(7.110), it is possible to obtain a omparison between a
galati luster with and without extra dimensions. In
Fig. 11 we demonstrate this, using the same values for Cx
and Cy alulated in Se. V. In our model, for the luster
sales, extra dimensions geometry deet more light as
awaited. Thus the system is equivalent to a DM system
where (79.5 ± 3.3)% of the total matter in a spherially
symmetri galati luster is dark. This is very similar
to what happens aordingly to observations. It is veri-
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FIG. 10: The new ray deetion using the above alulated
model, for a range of projeted rates Rx and Ry , is bigger than
the deetion produed by a ray passing through a luster
alulated only with 4D general relativity (GR). The presene
of extra dimensions ats exatly as a dark halo of old dark
matter.
ed by lensing observations [19℄ that luster of galaxies
are omposed of three main omponents: ∼ 5% in mass
is the optially luminous baryoni matter in hundred of
bright galaxies; ∼ 1015% is in the form of a bright X-ray
inter-luster gas; and the remaining ∼ 8085% is some
sort of non-baryoni missing mass. The explanation of
our results is that suh non-baryoni missing mass an
be explained by the geometrial presene of Universal
Extra Dimensions. One an piture the problem as the
geometry provides an equivalent residual gravitational
mass. The extra gravitational eld is indued only by
extra dimensions and observationally a suh indution is
seen as a missing mass.
Atually, using simple quantitative arguments as in
Se. VI, one an see that a typial luster of mass
Mcluster ∼ 1015M⊙ ∼ 1045 kg and radius Rcluster ∼ 10
Mp ∼ 1023 m, has R/M sales of order R′ ∼ 10−22
m/kg, similar to the values alulated for galaxies. In
onsequene, it is reasonable to expet a strange mod-
ied behavior for luster similar as those for galaxies.
The nal onlusion is that a multidimensional universe
is sensitive to R/M sales.
VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
At the present paper, the possibility to onstrut a
galati disk embedded in a multidimensional spae-time
was investigated. Four prinipal results was ahieved: i)
The density proles of the disk have a 4D similar shape,
but present a very soft dierene, indiating that extra
dimensions are modifying the gravitational eld at galaxy
sales (r′ ∼ 1 − 100). ii) The rotation urves of stable
disks t the prole of observed galaxies. iii) The rotation
urves for solar system sales are Newtonian-like, as ob-
served astronomially. iv) A luster of galaxies present
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FIG. 11: Numerial integration of the gravitational lensing
deetion produed by a luster living in a universe endowed
with UED. Here we use a equivalene between the gravita-
tional eld indued by extra dimensions and a titious mat-
ter  KK matter  to show that the ontribution of the
extra eld indued by extra dimensions ats as dark mat-
ter for a galati luster. In the example above, the titious
KK matter onstitutes (79.5 ± 3.3)% of the total matter in
a spherially symmetri galati luster. We used Ry = 0.9
and Rx = 0.4, stable values aording to the disk problem.
a larger deetion for light rays than what is alulated
for a 4D luster.
To ahieve suh results, after demonstrate that vauum
Einstein equations an be written as a set of Laplae's
equations for any number D of dimensions, we showed
that if D is even, then the sum of extradimensional pres-
sures anel and the total pressure depends only of 4D
omponents. Thus, the density proles have pratially
the same shape as in the 4D ase and we nd that the
extra dimensions aet little the azimuthal and radial
pressures. As the simplest example, we alulated the
ase for a six dimensional spae-time. Two onstants of
motion from projetion of extradimensional partile ve-
loities are the free parameters of the model. We had
prevented the ad ho adjustment of suh parameters with
observed rotation urves, preferring to investigate values
where the disk beomes stable. The stability is ahieved
when the disk is Newtonian (where suh parameters are
null) or for a tiny range of values that makes the irular
geodesis t with great preision the rotation urves of
many spiral galaxies. The stability alulation was done
using both the Rayleigh riterion and a perturbative ap-
proah. We ompared suh results to well sueeded as-
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trophysial dark matter proles and demonstrated that
our preditions give the same gravitational lensing as
does a dynamially suessful dark halo model. We also
introdued quantitative arguments to show that at solar
system sales, the model presents the orret behavior
for rotation urves (a Newtonian-like prole).
The method to onstrut the disk is not new. A-
tually we used well known general relativisti methods
to onstrut thin disks, inluding, however, as a nov-
elty, extra dimensions in the geometry of the system.
Though the presented results introdue important on-
straints to Kaluza-Klein theories. If it is true, maybe it
would mean that the world we pereive is only a fration
of a greater invisible reality and maybe the 4D matter is
a kind of modulation demanded both by the urvature of
4D spae-time and the extradimensional geometry.
Two main questions ould be formulated about the re-
sults of the present paper: i) Do suh results bring an
alternative to the dark matter onjeture (showing that
the strenght of gravitation may be modied by extra di-
mensions, whih would have similar onsequenes)? ii)
Or do they rather suggest a partiular form of dark mat-
ter (onsisting in Kaluza-Klein partiles that may result
from extra dimensions)? A rst observation on this as-
pet is that modiations in rotation urves ome from
the possibility that extra dimensions are endowed with
dynamial test partiles, i.e., the extra dimensions must
ontain the presene of elds (as similar to Universal Ex-
tra Dimensions models). Eqs. (4.85) and (4.86) show
that the projetion of extra dimensional rates is the de-
terminant fator to obtain a deviation from a Newtonian
prole. Beomes lear, from Ses. VI and VII, that the
eet of extra dimensions is to modify gravity aording
to the astronomial sale R/M (distane per mass), thus
altering the rotation urves and lensing, for instane, in
a more rigid framework than that of CDM models. In
this sense, our model is similar to e.g. MOND or TeVeS
[21℄, but proposes and demonstrates that modiations
of gravity omes naturally from the geometry of a multi-
dimensional universe and that a multidimensional spae-
time is sensitive to R/M (distane per mass) sales.
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Appendix: An alternative for the extradimensional
modied gravity interpretation
Alternatively, we an also present another interpreta-
tion for the nature of the results. One an assume that
atually the model is onstraining a Kaluza-Klein dark
matter partile (provenient from UED imprints). See de-
tailed disussions about a suh topi in [25℄. And maybe
both interpretations (the pure geometrial approah and
the indued KK matter), are physially equivalent (see
for instane a idea proposed by Cliord in [50℄, where
not only ould one desribe elds through geometry,
but also the partiles that interat by means of those
elds). About the partile aspet, although the main
purpose of the present work is to onstrut a top-down
model and not to shed light on a fundamental theory we
an illustrate onsidering the possibility that our model
ould onstrain a Kaluza-Klein dark matter partile to
be tested at Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in next years.
As an example, onsider for simpliity that Kaluza-Klein
dark matter partile in Universal Extra Dimensions ould
be onsidered as a fundamental partile, where is in-
luded also the possibility that a suh partile ould de-
ay in others. Following [26℄, one an derive a Lagrangian
from the ompatiation of the extra dimensions and
onnet suh ompatiation to the ross setion of the
partile. Using the generi notation xα, α = 0, 1, ..., 3+δ
for the oordinates of the (4+ δ)-dimensional spae-time
(dierent from the usual non-ompat spae-time oor-
dinates, xµ, µ = 0, 1, 2, 3), and the oordinates of the
extra dimensions, ya, a = 1, ..., δ, the 4-dimensional La-
grangian an be obtained by dimensional redution from
the (4 + δ)-dimensional theory,
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L(xµ) =
∫
dδy
{
−
3∑
i=1
1
2gˆ2i
Tr
[
Fαβi (x
µ, ya)Fi αβ(x
µ, ya)
]
+ LHiggs(xµ, ya)
+i
(Q,U ,D) (xµ, ya) (ΓµDµ + Γ3+aD3+a) (Q,U ,D)⊤ (xµ, ya)
+
[
Q(xµ, ya)
(
λˆUU(xµ, ya)iσ2H∗(xµ, ya) + λˆDD(xµ, ya)H(xµ, ya)
)
+ h.c.
]}
. (8.111)
Here Fαβi are the (4+δ)-dimensional gauge eld strengths
assoiated with the SU(3)C × SU(2)W × U(1)Y group,
while Dµ = ∂/∂x
µ −Aµ and D3+a = ∂/∂ya −A3+a are
the ovariant derivatives, with Aα = −i
∑3
i=1 gˆiArαiT ri
being the (4 + δ)-dimensional gauge elds. The piee
LHiggs of the (4 + δ)-dimensional Lagrangian ontains
the kineti term for the (4 + δ)-dimensional Higgs
doublet H , and the Higgs potential. The (4 + δ)-
dimensional gauge ouplings gˆi, and the Yukawa ou-
plings olleted in the 3×3matries λˆU ,D, have dimension
(mass)
−δ/2
. The elds Q,U and D desribe the (4 + δ)-
dimensional fermions whose zero-modes are given by the
4-dimensional standard model quarks. A summation over
a generational index is impliit in Eq. (8.111). For exam-
ple, the 4-dimensional, third generation quarks may be
written as Q(0)3 ≡ (t, b)L, U (0)3 ≡ tR, D(0)3 ≡ bR. The ki-
neti and Yukawa terms for the weak-doublet and -singlet
leptons, L and E , are not shown for brevity. The gamma
matries in (4 + δ) dimensions, Γα, are anti-ommuting
2k+2 × 2k+2 matries, where k is an integer suh that
δ = 2k or δ = 2k + 1. Chiral fermions exist only when
δ is even, and orrespond to the eigenvalues ±1 of Γ4+δ.
The spae-time is desribed as M4×T δ, where the extra
dimensions an be ompatied in a T δ tori. The 6D
example of Setion III B has a tori of radii rx = e
ν/2
and
ry = e
−ν/2
. Asymptotially the ompatiation tori ra-
dius is onstant and it is obtained by rc =
√
r2x + r
2
y , and
the periodi dimensions xk ∼= xk + 2πrc, 6 − δ ≤ k ≤ 5.
The ompatiation is obtained by imposing the identi-
ation of two pairs of adjaent sides of the torus retan-
gle. In a pure UED model the ompatiation sale arises
simply from the need to produe the right amount of DM.
Here, a modied UED model, the ompatiation sale
arises from the dynamis of galaxies and from lusters
lensing. A detailed investigation about the ompatia-
tion of the model will be done in future works, although
our preliminary results indeed strength the possibility
that our model ould onstrain, as one of the physial
interpretations, a Kaluza-Klein dark matter partile to
be tested at Large Hadron Collider (LHC), where the
proposed energy range is 114 TeV, and the main signals
of KK DM will be several tt¯ resonanes.
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